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The complete range of Elesa handles satisfy the different needs of designers
thanks to the wide variety (bridge handles, flush pull handles, tubular handles), the
various types of assembly and the range of customization.

This range is characterized by some common elements resulting from the careful
work invested during the design and production stages: maximum attention to the
ergonomics ensures a safe and comfortable grip; detailed selection of
engineering plastics and metal offer customized answers to different applications
with mechanical, thermal, weather resistance and corrosion, all tested in the
laboratory; an extremely compact shape to minimize obstacles; the research of
solutions to allow an easy and quick assembly.

The flush pull handles for doors and panels of machines and protection devices
introduce two series made of glass-fibre reinforced polyamide based
technopolymer that stand out for their easy assembly, lightness and integrity of
design.

Elesa handles: ergonomics, design and
functionality to better meet the needs of
industrial applications
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First of all, the new PR-PF series allows space
reduction thanks to its shape that together with its
ergonomics ensures a safe and comfortable grip,
becoming one of the most appreciated products on
the market. Available in three colours (black,
orange and grey) and two standard sizes (92 and
137 mm), the PR-PF handles allow assembly on
panels with different thicknesses. This series is also
available in self-extinguishing technopolymer AE-
V0.

The EPR handles are added to this range and are distinguished by their modern 
design and ergonomic shape. Available in three different solutions: assembled with 
two screws and screw covers, in six ERGOSTYLE® colours that increase visibility 
(EPR-SH series – sizes 110-120 mm), a version with flap assembly that allows 
complete closing of the recess and opening by simply putting a hand in, (EPR/F-SH 
series – size 120 mm) and with snap-in assembly (EPR-PF series – sizes 90-110-
120 mm). 
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This last model is also available in two special
versions, both matte finished. The EPR-PF
CLEAN is made of white technopolymer that is
particularly suitable for medical applications,
hospital equipment and food processing
machines. It is also available in grey-black self-
extinguishing technopolymer AE-V0.
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Also in the range of flush pull handles is the MPR folding
handle that is distinguished by its lightness and
mechanical resistance.

This handle with recessed tray and return spring has a
special design studied to ensure a high resistance to lifting
and tensile strength, in addition to a more comfortable grip
thanks to the inner shape, which is able to reduce noise
during usage.

Not only technopolymer: Elesa over years has added to its range of handles, other 
solutions in different metal materials. Here are some models. The GN 425.4 folding 
handle with recessed tray made of chrome-plated steel and die-cast zinc alloy, 
epoxy resin coated, black coloured and matte finished. The tray protrudes from the 
assembly surface by only 3 mm. The RH-EE flush pull foldaway handle made of 
AISI 304 stainless steel, sandblasted matte finished with return spring from work to 
rest position, generally used on devices where it is requested to save space. The RH-
SK folding handles with recessed tray with return spring from work to rest 
position made of aluminium, enameled semi-matte finished. The handle is shaped 
inside in order to make a more comfortable grip. Last, but not least, the RH-SG flush 
pull handles that feature an excellent design with the best ergonomics.


